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Abstract

terrupted. Such case is less likely to happen when steganography is used.

In this work, we show a model for a case
where extreme security is needed. In such
case steganocryptography (steganography and
cryptography) is used. In this model we use
Diffie-Hellman, RSA and cryptography with irrational numbers. We use also steganography
in DCT coefficients to send a message through
the frames.
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• There is the Shor’s quantum algorithm
[23, 16] that can factor huge numbers
quickly O(n3 ), in which n means the number of the integer digits. As the majority of
the public-key cryptosystems are based on
commutative groups, they could be broken
when the technology provides an increase
in the qubit numbers of a Quantum Computer. Perhaps it is not as hard as it seems
[3]. In short, nobody knows whom or when
a Quantum Computer of considerable size
could be built.

Introduction

Steganography is the art of hiding a message
in a given media, whereas cryptography is the
art of encoding a message so that no one can
understand it. They are two different principles. In the former one an eavesdropper could
read the message if he or she knows where it
is hidden, whereas in the latter one, he or she
knows about a given message, but it can’t be
understood. A natural question would be: If
the current cryptography in not broken, why
would it be necessary to use steganography?
Most of the public-key cryptosystems, in
practice, do not need a trusted arbitrator, for
example: cryptographic personal home pages
or e-mails.
However, the banks do need a trusted arbitrator because an outlaw could do “spoofing”
[24, 21], namely, he or she could prepare a machine to mimic the bank and, therefore, steal
the client.
In this case, extreme security, there are lots
of reasons to use steganography, from which we
mention three below:

• Except for perfect secrecy [22], namely
One-Time-Pad, the inviolability of any
cryptosystems has never been proved.
Therefore someone might find a way to
break the cryptosystem, just like an algorithm that determines if a number is prime
in polynomial time has been sought for
centuries and suddenly found [1, 15].
Now, let us remember that steganography does not work only with computer files,
but we can embed data in protocols, namely
TCP/IP[2], or we can hide data in the DNA
[7, 6].
In the section 2 and 3, we will improve the
idea of embed data in videoconference [26] increased the protection of the message.
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Steganography

Steganography using public-key cryptography
cannot use a static media, like an image, but it
• The enemy could interrupt the message, requires a data stream, like a dialog.
Furthermore, we need a huge amount of data
which may cause worse implications if we
don’t know that such message has been in- to embed the message. This is the reason why
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for k = 0,
1 for all other values of k.

After having applied the DCT (1) in each 8x8
pixel matrix, we have the DC coefficient, where
m+n=0, which provides the average color of
the block, as well as the AC coefficients, which
are all other coefficients.
The quantization (2)
F 0 [m, n] =

F [m, n]
Q[m, n]

(2)

is then applied. It is possible to control the
compression rate, having some loss of image information, through quantization adjustments.
The last stage of JPEG compression is a lossless entropy encoding.
The interesting place to embed information
is between the quantization and the entropy
encoding. See figure 1.
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Basically we have the option to use the sound
or the video, for steganography. In this work,
we chose the video.
We chose the ITU-T H263 Recommendation
[10] - video codec protocol.
An H263 video stream contains I-frame, Pframe and B-frame. In this work we focus on
steganography embedded in I-frames due to the
fact that they do not contain motion estimation
and compensation. See [8] for more details.
We could choose H264 but it has also matrix
4x4 and 16x16, moreover it is wavelet-based
[18] when H263 works only with 8x8 matrices
and is DCT-based [20].

C(k) =

8x
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we chose a videoconference. A good steganography should not be based on the amount of
available media, but rather on the difficulty of
finding it in the media [17]. For the system
to be secure we must bear in mind Shannon’s
maxim: “the enemy knows the system”.
Notice that we should be working with the
media properties to embed a message in such
media.

Hiding

Image

In a bit map if we change the Least Significant
Bit (LSB) of each pixel, we get vulnerable to visual attacks. However, in a JPEG1 [11] picture
(which is similar to an I-frame) if we change
the LSB in the frequency domain then the visual attack is unsuccessful in the JPEG image
[17]. For simplicity, we transform the stream
video in a sequence of JPEG. The JPEG uses
the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) that is
given by
7
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C(m) C(n) X X
P [x, y] cos α cos β,
F [m, n] =
2
2

Entropy Decoder

Entropy Encoder

x=0 y=0

(1)
where m and n vary from 0 through 7, P [x, y]
is the pixel matrix,
α=
β=
1

(2x + 1)mπ
,
16
(2y + 1)nπ
16

JPEG - Joint Photographic Experts Group.

JPEG

Figure 1: Steganographic scheme in JPEG.
If the AC coefficients, different from zero and
one, have the LSB changed in a sequential way,
a statistical attack can estimate, with good precision, the length of the message [17, 25].

The statistical attack is efficient because the bit So, using the Euclidean distance as metric, we
pairs that differ only from the last digit tend to can evaluate how much the matrix changes.
Consider the matrices:
have the same frequency, once the transmitted
message is encoded or compacted.
• A that has not suffered steganography,
However, if the F 0 matrices are randomly chosen, the difficulty in determining the presence
• B that has changed in every second LSB of
of a steganographed message increases considcoefficients AC, whose modulus is greater
erably.
than two,
In general, the difficulty in detecting D is in• C that has changed only the second LSB
versely proportional to the length of the mesof F 0 [0, 2],
sage Lme and directly proportional to length of
the media Lmi and to how spread the message
• D that has changed the LSB of AC, whose
S is. In summary
modulus is greater than one.
SLmi
.
(3) Considering the matrices as vectors and calcuD=
Lme
lating the Euclidian distance, we have:
As our goal is to maximize D, we must spread
• |P − A| = 35.60898762
the message in the media.
There is no control over the size of message,
• |P − B| = 200.2698180
but the equation (3) justifies the media choice,
• |P − C| = 48.98979486
whose only size limitation is the time.
Besides choosing the matrices F 0 randomly, we
• |P − D| = 106.5833008
can also change a small number of elements this
way.
As we can see, in this case, changing the secNow consider the pixel matrix P given by
ond LSB of just one AC coefficient is more in
 teresting than changing the first of all AC co
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and the quantization matrix Q given by
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In sequence, we applied the DCT to P and the
quantization to the result. Then, we applied
the dequantization and the inverse of DCT. We
have some matrices and except for the matrix
A, the others will suffer steganography.

efficients, whose modulus is greater than one,
as currently done.
In the figure 2 we can see a graphic representation of the matrix A, that has not changed,
compare with the figure 3 from the matrix B
and the figure 5 from the matrix D, that has
steganography in many coefficients.
Now compare the figure 2 with the figure
4, that has changed only the second LSB of
F 0 [0, 2]. We can see that the figure 2 is similar
to the figure 4 when the figures 3 and 5 are very
different. Therefore the Euclidean distance is
a good metric to see the distortions in these
images.
Based on the Euclidean distance and figures
from matrices we conclude that the technical
used in matrix C is better. Thus, we propose
in this model to change one bit per matrix,
which can be the first or the second LSB. That
prevents the mentioned above statistical attack
from happening. A pseudo-random number
gives the matrix chosen as well as the position,
which is to be changed. This number is arranged with the RSA [19]. The RSA keys are
exchanged from fixed positions of bits in the
image, in a way that did not alter the image.

Figure 5: Matrix D with aggressive settings.
Figure 2: Matrix A without steganography.

We can implement another public key cryptosystem when the key should be shorter,
namely Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC)
[14, 9].

3

Cryptography

In our implementation we are using RSA
public-key cryptosystem and the DiffieHellman key exchange protocol [12, 13, 5].
The RSA cryptosystem is based on good
choice of two prime numbers p and q, and encipher in blocks, the greater the prime numbers,
the greater the blocks.
Consider that Alice wants to receive encoded
information. She must calculate
Figure 3: Matrix B with aggressive settings.

ϕ = ϕ(pq) = (p − 1)(q − 1)
and choose a so that gcd(a, ϕ) = 1, being able,
therefore, to determine some b so that
ab ≡ 1 mod ϕ.
Ensuring that
xab ≡ x mod pq

Figure 4: Matrix C no aggressive settings.

∀x ∈ Z.

Then Alice can hide a and disclose b as a public
key.
Imagine that Bob wants to send messages to
Alice, than he must know b. However, if b was
transmitted by an insecure line of communication, Bob might be using b1 , instead of b, since
an eavesdropper might replace b by b1 . In order
that only the eavesdropper who knows a1 can
read the message.
Alice and Bob could use the Diffie-Hellman
method to transmit the key secretly. In this

method all the numbers are in Zpq . Alice
chooses k with gcd(k, pq) = 1 and sends the
values of k and pq. Then, Alice chooses a r,
computes k r and sends the result to Bob while
keeping r secret. At the same moment Bob
chooses s, computes k s and sends the result to
Alice while keeping s secret.
So, both form the candidate exponent

2. steganography more secure,
3. Diffie-Hellman key agreement,
4. RSA to exchange an irrational number
generator,
5. strong cryptography based on irrational
numbers.

As result we implemented a prototype that
uses a strong cryptography and a steganograTo verify if a is a valid RSA exponent, Alice phy with less distortion in the I-frames (JPEG)
computes gcd(a, ϕ) = 1. If a is not valid they to transfer data through videoconference.
repeat the process.
However, this message does not guarantee
4 Conclusion
that Alice is talking to Bob. An intruder could
be changing the key instead of Bob. Someone We have introduced a model for steganocrypshould guarantee that only b is the true Alice’s tography. We believe that such model brings
key or that Bob is talking to Alice. For this an extra-layer of security for applications which
reason, the banks use a trusted arbitrator.
require extreme security. Our model is robust
In this model, the intervention of a trusted against most common attacks, like statistical
arbitrator is not necessary, because Alice and attacks. Future work will be devoted to ECC
Bob are in a videoconference.
and embed the cryptography into fewer coeffiDue to the computational high cost of the cients but more bits in the same coefficient.
RSA along with the media processing, we need
a symmetric cryptography. That is why DiffieHellman is only used to arrange a pseudo- References
random number to be used in the steganography and a generator of an irrational number, [1] M. Agrawal, N. Kayal, and N. Saxena.
PRIMES is in P. Ann. of Math. (2),
namely square root of a prime number [4], to
160(2):781–793, 2004.
be used in the cryptography.
Then, with the irrational number expansion [2] K. Ahsan and D. Kundur. Practical data
we encipher same as the One-Time-Pad. If the
hiding in tcp/ip, 2002.
message is sufficiently big for the expansion
to consume much processing, Alice and Bob [3] M. P. Almeida, F. de Melo, M. Hor-Meyll,
A. Salles, S. P. Walborn, S. P. H. Ribeiro,
may arrange new irrational number through
and L. Davidovich. Environment-induced
the RSA. Remember that there are more irsudden death of entanglement. Science,
rational than rational numbers.
316(5824):579–582, April 2007.
A natural question is: How do we start
a = (k r )s = (k s )r .

the communication before Diffie-Hellman key
agreement? We use a fixed sequence in the
videoconference to find a prime number and
so a pseudorandom sequence to send the ciphered and embed message. As the sequence
of bits is fixed, it would be quiet suspicious if it
formed a prime number, thus we take the less
prime greater than the number formed by the
sequence.
In summa, our protocol has five stage of protection, it uses:
1. the position of the sequence of bits previously agreement to establish communication in a videoconference,
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